Visualization of viscoelastic behavior in skin equivalent using optical coherence tomography-based straingraphy.
The relationships between the skin components and these mechanical roles are still unclear. To clarify these relationships, we investigated spatial mapping of the mechanical behavior of cultured skin equivalents (SEs) using optical coherence tomography (OCT)-based straingraphy. We built a strain relaxation test system combined with OCT and developed an algorithm that could visualize a time-dependent strain distribution, named dynamic-optical coherence straingraphy (D-OCSA). Using this system, we analyzed how the spatial mechanical changes in the SEs depended on the culture duration. For quantitative analysis of viscoelastic behavior, we defined a relaxation attenuation coefficient of strain rate, which indicates the ratio of viscosity and elasticity in the Klevin-Voight model. By culturing for 4 days in comparison to culturing for 1 day, the strain relaxation attenuation coefficient of the whole skin, especially at the region of the dermal-epidermal junction (DEJ), significantly increased in the negative direction. In tissue slices taken for microscopy, several cracks were observed in the SEs cultured for 4 days. This study is the first to provide quantified evidence that the DEJ is a dynamically specialized region. An OCT-based straingraphy system (D-OCSA) would be beneficial for evaluating the quality of SEs, as well as functional analysis of their mechanics.